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Technology for Highly Automated Driving

• Highly automated driving will primarily rely on
in-vehicle sensors
 Vehicle control functions have real-time, onboard 

processing of sensor data for quick response – lane 
keeping, collision avoidance, etc.

• Vehicle control processes that lead to highly 
automated driving can be helped by a reliable,
up-to-date database of vectors that describe the 
road network

• The needed data input is best collected from 
vehicle sensors (“probe data”)

• The sensors for highly automated driving are 
primarily camera, radar, and lidar
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Enabling Technologies for Reliable Road 
Network Data
• High-quality sensors for probe data are becoming more 

common and lower in cost, with more techniques for 
cost-effective use

• High-speed, multi-core processors will continue to 
improve in-vehicle processing capacity while costs are 
reduced

• High-capacity data storage will become a commodity
• The largest barrier to vehicle probe data is 

communications costs
 The spread of carrier Wi-Fi will make practical probe data 

communications for road network data
 LTE (eventually 5G) is becoming available for economic 

communication of immediately safety-relevant data
 Over the next few years, many vehicles will be sold with 

built-in data communications capabilities
 Data communications costs must be carefully managed
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Road Network Data: 
One Part of a Complete Approach

• Information about blocked or hard-to-find elements such as 
some signs and traffic signals

• Knowledge of the coming lanes that the vehicle should be in
• Knowledge of coming curves, hills, and speed limit 

reductions
• Knowledge of coming pavement surface quality
• Recognition of signs in all languages and forms
• Information about difficult weather conditions
• Reduction in sensor recognition processing by providing 

guidance about non-moving road items
• Improving relative positioning by using landmarks that have 

reliably known positions
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Some in-vehicle control processes can be helped by 
reliable knowledge of the road network



Traditional Digital Maps

• Traditional digital maps are updated at intervals 
because traditional digital map companies cannot 
economically deploy enough specialized vehicles to 
provide frequent updates

• Infrequently updated data is not acceptable for use 
by vehicle control functions

• In-vehicle control processes work on images from 
in-vehicle sensors
 Vehicle control processes do not use the data 

elements and attributes of traditional digital maps

• A transformation from traditional digital maps to a 
new technology is needed

• Traditional digital maps will continue to be used for 
people-facing data such as POIs and gas prices
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What about High Definition (HD) Maps?

• The content specification from traditional map suppliers 
is inadequate
 Missing necessary details to do precise positioning by 

camera supplemented by IMU and without enhanced GPS  
including
 Paint as it appears on the road
 Barrier component pieces
 Exact road edges
 Tunnel seams

 Missing important details such as where to look at for turn 
lanes or traffic signals

• Sensor images do not match the map-type format

• Only a CAD-like detailed structure meets the needs of 
highly automated driving
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Many vehicle manufacturer automated driving experts 
have determined that they cannot use HD maps



Why Use Probe Data from Many 
Non-Specialized Production Vehicles?

• An uneconomically large number of specialized data-collection 
vehicles would be needed to cover all the dimensions needed 
for commercially viable highly automated driving
 Frequency of updates
 Accuracy and reliability of data

• Some production vehicles already have the image sensor 
capabilities of specialized data-collection vehicles
 By 2020, most new vehicles will have cameras

• Data from many production vehicles can be 
 Economical – Probe data can come from private cars, trucks, 

taxis, buses, etc. without human processing
 Up-to-date – All locations can be updated every day
 Extensive and practical – Covers areas where people drive
 Accurate and reliable – Can be statistically processed to 

increase the accuracy and to rate the reliability of each item in 
the road network database

Road network data is best made by collecting probe 
data from many production vehicles
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Collecting Probe Data

• In-vehicle software compares the images provided 
by sensors to an in-vehicle database and identifies 
differences

• The difference identification processing is done as 
an in-vehicle background task

• In-vehicle software develops the probe data of the 
empty road and related road furniture from the 
differences

• Only differences are sent from the vehicle
 Differences include new data
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Data Consolidation

• Each vehicle transmits the difference messages 
through the vehicle's data communications 
capability via the vehicle manufacturer's back end
 Method and timing of transmission is determined by
 Whether the data is immediately safety-relevant
 The communications capabilities that are available in the 

vehicle
 Difference messages that are not immediately safety-

relevant will be sent by a low-cost communications 
method such as carrier Wi-Fi

• Software in servers validates and combines the 
difference messages to create and update the road 
network database

• Software in servers uses statistical analysis to rate 
the reliability of each vector at each location in the 
road network database
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Data Distribution

• Software in servers transmits update messages 
through the vehicle manufacturer's back end and 
the vehicle's data communications capability

• The updates sent to each vehicle are updates to its 
in-vehicle road network database
 The in-vehicle read network database is likely to be 

the usual driving area of that vehicle
 To reduce size, the road network database is tailored 

for in-vehicle control processes

• Traditional digital map structures such as tiles are 
not sent because the road network database is a 
simple, flat structure
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In-Vehicle Software

• The algorithms needed to process road network 
data are highly complex

• The large majority of the software related to the 
road network database is in-vehicle and validation 
software

• The in-vehicle software must have extremely high 
reliability including following vehicle system 
standards such as ISO 26262
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Validation Software

• The validation software must
 Handle all vehicles that will contain the road network 

data in-vehicle software 
 Check all conditions in every part of the world
 Be able to re-verify automatically the road network 

software for all conditions when there is a change to 
the software for a new condition
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Servers

• The server software must
 Handle all vehicles
 Handle all conditions in every part of the world
 Merge data update fragments into a consistent road 

network database

• The infrastructure requirements are also substantial
 Must be highly reliable and available
 Must meet legal requirements of each region served 
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Acceptance

• A standard approach across the vehicle industry will help 
cost-effective development and implementation
 Including common server operations and software 

• Vehicle manufacturers want measures to preserve their 
customer relationships
 Sharing server operations only for road network data
 Communication via each vehicle manufacturers’ back end

• Governments need sensible rules to support public safety, 
data protection, and assignment of legal responsibility

• Drivers want proper measures to protect their privacy
 Vehicle identification indexing between the vehicle 

manufacturer back end and the road network data server
 Highest level of information security and data privacy
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Buy-in by vehicle manufacturers, standards bodies, 
regulators, and the public is crucial



Data Communications Volumes
• The cost of data communications must be carefully 

controlled using intelligent strategies
 Large cost reductions for a vehicle manufacturer can come 

from small cost reductions per year per vehicle when data 
communications costs are paid with the sale of the vehicle 
for the life of the vehicle

• Do not transmit tiles or similar constructs
 These are not needed because the road network database 

is a flat file

• Transmit only differences between new data and 
existing data in the road network database
 Transmit differences between the in-vehicle database and 

new sensor data
 Transmit differences between the master database in the 

server and the in-vehicle database

• Categorize and transmit data according to priorities –
immediate safety-relevance, distance from vehicle, etc.
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Continuity of Services

• For highly automated driving, continuous updating 
of the road network database is likely to be 
necessary for the service life of the vehicle

• The in-vehicle software must be updatable over the 
air for the service life of the vehicle

• The protocol and frequencies used by the in-vehicle 
data communications device should be updatable 
over the air
 Software-updatable radio technology should be 

commercialized to avoid vehicle equipment 
replacement

 Costs will be reduced if the V2V DSRC protocol is 
mainstream TD-LTE Direct DSRC protocol
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Thank You
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Scope of SIP-adus
(I) Development and verification of 

automated driving system
(III) International

cooperation

(II) Basic technologies to reduce 
traffic fatalities and congestion

Road Transport system
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Driver
Recognition

(5) System Security

(1) Open research 
facility

(2) Social 
acceptance

(3) Technology 
transfer

Judgment Operation

(4) Driver Model

Vehicle
(IV) Development 

for next 
generation 
urban 
transport

(1) Enhanced local 
traffic 
management

(2) Next generation 
transport system

(1) Traffic fatality reduction effect estimation method & national shared database
(2) Macro and micro data analysis and simulation technology
(3) Local traffic CO2 emission visualization technology

(3) Sensors

Recognition Judgment Operation

Area of Competition

(1) Dynamic Map

(2) Prediction based 
on ITS information

Area of Cooperation
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Static (<1month )

Semi-static ( < 1 hour )

Semi-dynamic ( < 1 min )

Dynamic ( < 1 sec )

Basic Map Database
• Digital cartographic data
• Topological data with unique
• Road Facilities

Planned and forecast
• traffic regulations
• road works
• weather forecast

Traffic Information
• accidents
• congestion
• local weather

Information through V to X
• surrounding vehicles
• pedestrians
• timing of traffic signals

Link

Basic Map

Dynamic Map

Time frame

Hierarchical structure of digital ‘Map’ layered by time frame 

Linked layers



Data Collection Compilation as ‘Dynamic Map’ Service Operations

Structural data
GSI, Road Authorities

Congestion
Accidents
Road conditions
Traffic regulations
Road signs

Common database Customization

Structured 
Database

Subscriber

Operation 
Service X

Structured 
Database

Map Supplier A

Map Supplier B

Probe Data
• Location
• On-board 
sensing

• Image

Dynamic Data

Static Data

Private Sectors

MMS

GNSS

Framework for Dynamic Map

Public Agencies

Field survey

Alliance

Structured 
Database

Subscriber

Map database

Probe Data
• Location
• On-board 
sensing

• Image

Map database

Operation 
Service Y
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2015 activity
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Prototyping HD Static Map (2014)

Road Environment Target Area

3D Measurement Linked Objects

Sign Board Pole

Traffic Light
(location)

(location)

Bridge Pillar
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Static + Dynamic Data Structuring

2016 ～

GIS Data Preparation Dynamic Data Application

2014

2015

Requirement 
Definition
(proposal)

Prototyping HD Static Map Use Case

Nationwide 
Development

Updating Scheme Verification
Standardization
& Globalization

Operation Process

Data Format
(proposal)

Dynamic Map 
Data

+
Data Viewer

Implement-
ation Roadmap 

(proposal)

Updating 
Guidelines
(proposal)

（１）Showcase of Automated Driving in Tokyo 
（２）Automated Driving on various road  

Implementation of Dynamic Map

④ Dynamic Map
Prototyping

② Applying 
Dynamic Data 

③ Static Data 
Updating

① Dynamic Map 
Structure

GIS : Geographical Information System



Dynamic Map Structure

Dynamic Data

Location Referencing

Static 
Data

Marker Point   

Road Link
Lane Link
Intersection

Digital Roadmap, Lane-level map
Virtual Features
Road link, Lane link, Intersection area

Real Features
Lanemark, Shoulder, Stopline, Crossing, etc.

Mapping 
from 
MMS data

Location Reference Layer
Section ID, Marker Point, Longitude & Latitude

Dynamic Data
Vehicle, Pedestrian, Traffic light : Point data
Traffic jam, Traffic control info. : Line data
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Static Data Updating

Cones

No Cones
Dec. 5, 2014 AM  Dec. 5, 2014 PM

Matching 2 layers

Cones

Fences

Matching
Boundaries
Guardrails
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Applying Dynamic Data

Actual Situation Applying Image

Work zone

Pedestrian

Vehicle

Vehicle

Marker Point

Road Link
Lane Link
Intersection

Expression by Point Expression by Line

Marker Point

Lateral Position Offset

Road link ID
Direction

Road link ID
Direction

Head Position Tail Position

Length
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Dynamic Map Prototyping - Viewer

Work zone
Pedestrian

Vehicle
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Next Steps

• Applying Real Dynamic Data to Dynamic Map Structure

• Evaluation in Large Area

• International Standardization
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Thank you for your attention !
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Texas Connected Vehicle Vision

Create a sustainable connected vehicle 
environment covering the 865-mile Texas Triangle 
(including extension to Laredo) to support V2V 
and V2I safety and mobility applications

 Initial Opportunity:

– FRATIS – Corridor Optimization for Freight

+
– I-35 Traveler Information
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Background: FRATIS Problem Statement (USDOT)

 The lack of Freight Advanced Traveler Information has a 
negative effect on:

– Efficient Movement of Freight Transportation

– Planning of Freight Daily Work Activities

– Logistics Management Systems

– Environment of Neighboring Communities

– Energy Consumption

– Safety of the Traveling Public
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Background: I-35 Traveler Information During Construction

 200 directional miles
 2010-2019
 17 different projects
 100,000+ vehicles per day
 25+ percent trucks
 High quality traffic and construction data
 Primary questions:

– “What are traffic conditions like now?”
– “What will traffic conditions be like on any portion of my drive?”  
– “Where might I be delayed by work zone lane closures?”
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

“FRATIS I-35” in Texas

 Determine the best dispatch time and delivery order for trucks on the I-35 
freight corridor responsive to construction activities

 FRATIS integrated with the components of the I-35 traveler information 
system
– Traffic data:  average speed and travel times (current and historical)
– Planned closures
– Closure impacts 

 Create a complex body of traffic data that supports the optimization engine
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

I-35 Lane Closure Data
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Optimization
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Stakeholders:  Requirements

 Usage – Daily use / Minimum of 10 trips

 Technology – Should not be using route optimization currently

 Planning – Should be doing driver assignments / sequencing

 Order Types – Regular deliveries / Drayage

 Planning Horizon – No longer than a single day or work shift

 Deployment – Preferred that tool is deployed to entire fleet
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Stakeholders:  Challenges

 Attitudes – Distrust of government / not interested in change

 Volume Requirements – large volume companies already have tech

 Daily Roundtrips – Long distance daily hauls don’t necessarily need FRATIS

 Local Companies – Established routes / May make multiple daily trips

 Technology – Do not desire / Want integration to current systems

 Tablet – Safety concerns / Distracted drivers
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Evaluation
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Status (Phase I)
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Phase II Concepts

 Phase I concentrated on work zone awareness and impacts to freight 
vehicles

 Phase II brings same type of awareness to other aspects of traffic stream 
and expands on types of information

 How to accomplish with no connected vehicles?

 Emulate a connected vehicle traffic stream

 Test V2I applications
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Phase II Concepts

 Create a connected vehicle testbed:
– Generate individual vehicle trajectories (non-connected vehicles)
– Test V2I applications
– Communicate information to a connected vehicle

 Status:
– Concept development and planning
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Connected Vehicle Applications

 Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I)
– In-vehicle Traveler Information
– Queue Warning
– Wrong Way Driving (WWD)
– Work Zone Warning
– Spot Weather Impact Warning 
– Road Weather Warning
– Low Bridge Height Warning
– Truck Signal Priority
– Ped/Animal Warning
– Eco-Dynamic Routing
– Border Wait Times
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Texas I-35 Connected Work Zone Initiative

Questions?

Jianming Ma, Ph.D., P.E.
Texas Department of Transportation

(512) 506-5106
Jianming.Ma@txdot.gov
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Presentation Overview
• CV Infras tructure Deployment P lan

• V2I Application Development

• Work Zone Applications

• Work Zone Data Input

• Connected Vehicle WZ Applications

• Wide Area Distribution (API)

• Work Zone Traveler Information Messages (TIM)

• FHWA/CAMP R educed S peed Zone Warning/Lane Clos ure (R S ZW/LC)

• Basic Information Message (BIM)



CV Infrastructure 
Deployment P lan

350+
Miles  of 
equipped freeway 
and major arterial 
by 2019



Southeast Michigan Connected Vehicle Assets

Connected Vehicle Test Beds

Connected Vehicle Environment

Major OEM Facilities

Tier 1 Automotive Suppliers

MDOT Roadway ITS Coverage

FARMINGTON 
HILLS / NOVI

ANN 
ARBOR

DETROIT

SOUTHFIELD



Red Light Violation 
Warning

Work Zone 
Warning/ 
Management

R oad Weather 
Management

P avement 
Condition

MDOT V2I Applications



Work Zone Warning/
Management

Approaching 
vehicle receives  

mes s age 
from RSU with 

work zone 
information

Vehicle is  
approaching 

work zone too 
fast

Driver Vehicle 
Interface (DVI) 
provides 
warning to 
slow down

!
Driver Vehicle 
Interface (DVI) 

provides 
warning of 

lane closure

!

Portable RSU sends 
work zone info to 

vehicle



Data Elements Including:
• Speed Limit
• Lane and Ramp Closures
• Workers Present
• Truck Restrictions
• MAP

Data Entry Portal for 
Construction Personnel 

Data Collection/Processing
Message 

Development

DSRC

DVI

!
Mobile 
Device

Cellular
Satellite

Internet
(API)

Work Zone Data Input



Work Zone Data Elements

• Timestamp
• Road
• Start/End Points
• County
• Direction of Travel
• Start/End Time
• Detour Routes

• Speed Limit
• Workers Present
• Work Type
• Ramp Closure(s)
• Truck Restrictions
• MAP (Geometry)
• Elements as Identified

Input Screens



Work Zone API
• Application Programming Interface (API)
• Data Format: Extensible Mark-up Language (XML)
• Data Feed Includes:

• Work Zone Data
• Incident Data

• Established Data Spec
• XML Structure
• Data Formats
• Data Elements



Work Zone TIM
• SAE J2735 Standard

• Traveler Information Message (TIM)
• Advisories, etc. (Text Content)

• Work Zone Info
• “Lane Closed Ahead”
• “Workers Present”
• “Speed Limit 45 MPH”

• I-69 Corridor Test
• US Army TARDEC
• V2V and V2I Testing
• Portable RSUs





MDOT Contact Information



Contact Information

Collin Castle, P.E.
Connected Vehicle Specialist

517.636.0715
castlec@michigan.gov

PLANET M Website
www.planetm.com

mailto:castlec@michigan.gov
http://www.planetm.com/
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